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Screw jacks amaze old-timer fans

In the Swiss Museum of Transport, a five-
meter large platform lifts a classic vehicle or
other exhibits to present them to the visitors.
Six screw jacks and special screws lift the 4-
ton heavy presentation platform by about 2.5
meters. Nozag guarantees highest running
smoothness and precision for this motion. 

Read more here

Experience logistics in the most visited
museum in Switzerland

IThe recently started special exhibition
“Experience logistics” of the Museum of
Transport in Lucerne presents most diverse
logistic possibilities. Visitors can use a
miniature locomotive to try to couple and
uncouple railway cars. This miniature
locomotive uses a smallest-size worm gear
and a chain drive manufactured by Nozag. 

Read more here

.

Pfäffikon, 7 October 2021

The world focuses on the drive technology 
The world never stops! The industry changes era, but the drive technology remains in the focus
as ever. There is virtually no technical motion without any drive component, whether
gearwheels, chains or complete drive units such as screw jacks or worm gears. What did
change? The dimensions and the application areas are constantly being reinvented.

Simple ideas, to lead to new ideas 
So, we present here two applications - other ones can be found on our website, rather unusual
and not intended for series production. Nevertheless, cleverness, proper engineering and the
right partner allowed achieving them. Examples intended to give you new impulses and ideas
for Nozag drive components - we remain always in motion for you. 
 

Presentation platform in the Swiss Museum of Transport in Lucerne.  

Mini locomotive in a special exhibition about logistics.  

Follow us on the social media!
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